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Winivil’s Spells - Chapter 1
“Hello Horse. Have you heard? Winivil has cast an evil spell,“ Rabbit says.
Horse is shocked. “Oh, no. What is it?“
Rabbit says, “Everything is sweet! Water is sweet. Carrots are sweet. Even sausages are
sweet.“
“Oh, no. A sugar spell. What can we do?“, asks Horse.
Rabbit has an idea. “Three is a magic number. We need three animals. We need a powerful
spell and the right place, too.“
“So, where are our friends?“ asks Horse.
Rabbit knows. “The crocodile is at the river. Let’s go there.“
They start to walk. They walk and walk. There he is. “Hello Crocodile. We need your help.
Winivil has cast a sugar spell“, says Rabbit. “OK“, says Crocodile, “I can help. „Horse adds,
“Three is a magic number. Now we are three. That is good.“
Rabbit also says, “But we need a powerful spell and the right place, too.“ Crocodile is
thinking. “Hm. I know a good place. Sometimes Winivil stands in front of the tower. He casts
his spells there. Let‘s make a castle with a tower from the sand. Then we can stand in front
of a tower, too.“
The animals start to work. They work and work. They make a sand castle with a high tower.
“Now we need a powerful spell. What rhymes with sweet?“ asks Rabbit. They find some
rhymes, “heat, meet, feet”.
Crocodile says, „Look, Junior Magician is coming.“
Horse says Hello and asks, “Junior Magician, can you help? We need a powerful spell.
Winivil has made all the food sweet.“
Junior Magician smiles. “No problem. I have got a spell from my grandpa.“
Evil likes sugar. Sugar is sweet.
For food back to normal.
Please stamp your feet.
The animals like the spell. All three of them and Junior Magician stand in front of the
sandcastle tower. They cast the spell together. But nothing happens.
Then Rabbit says, “Three is the magic number. I think three animals need to cast the spell.
And please stamp your feet.”
So the three animals say the words together and then stamp their feet.
Evil likes sugar. Sugar is sweet.
For food back to normal.
Please stamp your feet.
Junior Magician is happy. “Oh, I feel a strong wind. It is very loud. Fantastic. Winivil’s hat is
losing its power. Yes, that is working!“
Rabbit looks at his water bottle. “Is the water back to normal now?“ He drinks from the water.
“Ah, much better! Fresh water, no sugar. The water is not sweet any more. I am so happy!“
Horse, Rabbit and Crocodile all smile. And Junior Magician says what everyone feels.
“We can beat Winivil. Winning is fun.
We’re the best team ever under the sun.“
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Winivil‘s spells - Chapter 2
“Hello Horse. Have you heard? Winivil has got new power from his aunt, the witch. He has
cast an evil spell,“ Rabbit says. Horse is shocked. “Oh, no. What is it?“
Rabbit says, “Everyone sleeps for 22 hours a day now. We only have 2 hours a day for other
things. We need to eat, to drink, to talk, to learn, to play, to brush teeth, to do everything in 2
hours.“
“Oh, no. A sleep spell. What can we do?“, wonders Horse. “We have only got 2 hours.“
Rabbit has an idea. “Three is a magic number. We need three animals. We need a powerful
spell and the right place, too.“
“So, where are our friends?“ asks Horse. Rabbit knows. “The bear is at the big tree. Let’s go
there.“ They start to walk. They walk and walk... and there he is.
“Hello Bear. We need your help. Winivil has cast a sleep spell“, says Rabbit.
“OK“, says Bear. “I can help.“ Horse adds, “Three is a magic number. Now we are three.
That is good.“ Rabbit also says, “But we need a powerful spell and the right place, too.“
Bear is thinking. “Hm. I know a good place. Sometimes Winivil stands next to his bed. He
casts his spells there. Let’s make a bed from the leaves and branches of the tree. Then we
can stand next to a bed, too.“
The animals start to work. They work and work. They make a nice and comfortable bed from
the leaves and branches of the tree.
“Now we need a powerful spell. What rhymes with sleep?“ asks Rabbit. They find some
rhymes, “cheap, deep, sheep.“
Bear says, „Look, Junior Magician is coming.“ Horse says Hello and asks, “Junior Magician,
can you help? We need a powerful spell. Winivil has cast an evil spell. We will fall asleep
soon. Sleeping time is 22 hours a day now.”
Junior Magician smiles. “No problem. I have got a spell from my uncle.“
Evil has cast long days of sleep.
But let’s keep the rhythm.
At nights sleeping deep.
The three animals like the spell. They cast the spell together. But nothing happens. Then
Junior Magician says, “I know. You are not standing next to the bed.“
So they stand next to the bed. Then they try again.
Evil has cast long days of sleep.
But let’s keep the rhythm.
At nights sleeping deep.
Junior Magician is happy. “Oh, can you hear the music? Fantastic! Winivil’s hat is losing its
power. Yes, that is working!“
Bear says, “I don’t feel tired. Let’s have a party! Hooray!“ Rabbit starts singing and Horse is
singing, too. And Junior Magician says what everyone feels.
“We can beat Winivil. Winning is fun.
We’re the best team ever under the sun.“
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Winivil’s spells - Chapter 3
“Hello Horse. Have you heard? Winivil has got new power from his aunt, the witch. He has
cast an evil spell,“ Rabbit says. Horse is shocked. “Oh, no. Rabbit, you are pink. What is it?“
Rabbit says, “White is pink and red is green. Blue is purple and yellow is brown. Traffic lights
are useless. Everything looks different and new. People are standing still.“
“Oh, no. A colour spell. What can we do?“, asks Horse.
Rabbit has an idea. “Three is a magic number. We need three animals. We need a powerful
spell and the right place, too.“
“So, where are our friends?“ asks Horse. Rabbit knows. “The cat is at the bakery. Let’s go
there.“ They start to walk. They walk and walk. It takes a long time. Everything looks
different. But there she is.
“Hello Cat. We need your help. You can see Winivil has cast a colour spell“, says Rabbit.
“OK“, says Cat. “I’d like to help.“ Horse adds, “Three is a magic number. Now we are three.
That is good.“ Rabbit also says, “But we need a powerful spell and the right place, too.“
Cat is thinking. “Hm. I know a good place. Sometimes Winivil is in the garden. He casts his
spells there. Let’s bake some biscuits that look like flowers. Then we can make a garden,
too.“
The animals start to bake. They bake and bake. They make biscuits. The biscuits look like
beautiful flowers.
“Now we need a powerful spell. What rhymes with colour?“ asks Rabbit. They cannot find
any rhymes with colour. But Horse says “Colour can be bright. What rhymes with bright?“
They find some rhymes, “night, light, bite, right.“
Cat says, „Look, Junior Magician is coming.“ Horse says Hello and asks, “Junior Magician,
can you help? We need a powerful spell.“ You can see Winivil has cast an evil spell. All the
colours are different. Life is standing still.“
Junior Magician smiles. “Yes, I see the sky is dark and purple and Rabbit is pink – very
strange! No problem. I have got a spell from my cousin.“
Colours are wrong and so is the light.
Count up to five
To make colours right.
The three animals like the spell. They are standing in the biscuit garden and cast the spell.
But no-thing happens. Junior Magician says, “Can you count to five at the end?“ They try
again.
Colours are wrong and so is the light.
Count up to five
To make colours right. 1-2-3-4-5
Junior Magician is happy. “Oh, can you see the sky now? The colours are back. Fantastic!
Winivil’s hat is losing its power. Yes, that is working!“
Horse says, “Rabbit, you are white again!“ Rabbit is smiling. Cat starts eating the biscuits.
And Junior Magician says what everyone feels.
“We can beat Winivil. Winning is fun.
We’re the best team ever under the sun.“
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Winivil‘s spells - Chapter 4
“Hello Horse. Have you heard? Winivil has got new power from his aunt, the witch. He has
cast an evil spell,“ Rabbit says. Horse is shocked. “Oh, no. What is it?“
Rabbit says, “Terrible! Every working man has four arms now. Winivil wants 4-armed men.
They can work faster. That is his idea.“
“Oh, no. A working men spell. What can we do?“, asks Horse.
Rabbit has an idea. “Three is a magic number. We need three animals. We need a powerful
spell and the right place, too.“ “So, where are our friends?“ asks Horse.
Rabbit knows. “The mouse is in her kitchen. Let’s go there.“ They start to walk. They walk
and walk. There is the house. There is the kitchen. And yes, there is the mouse.
“Hello Mouse. We need your help. Winivil has cast an evil spell. All working men have four
arms now.“, says Rabbit.
“Oh, how evil“, says Mouse, “I want to help.“ Horse adds, “Three is a magic number. Now we
are three. That is good.“ Rabbit also says, “But we need a powerful spell and the right place,
too.“
Mouse is thinking. “Hm. I know a good place. Sometimes Winivil sits in his armchair next to
the window. He casts his spells there. Let’s find an armchair in this house. Then we can sit in
it, too.“
The animals look into the bathroom. There is a stool. They look into the children’s room.
There is a chair. They look into the living room. There is a sofa. They look into the dining
room. There it is. A nice, large and comfortable armchair.
“Now we need a powerful spell. What rhymes with men?“ asks Rabbit. They find some
rhymes, “pen, when, hen, then“.
Mouse says, „Look, Junior Magician is coming.“ Horse asks, “Junior Magician, can you help.
We need a powerful spell. Winivil has cast a working men spell. Every man has got four arms
now.” Junior Magician smiles. “No problem. I have got a spell from my sister.“
An evil spell makes monsters of men.
Count backwards from four
And turn them back again.
The three animals sit down in the armchair and cast the spell. But nothing happens. Then
Junior Magician says, “I know. The armchair is not next to the window and please count
backwards.“ So they push the armchair to the window. Then they try again.
An evil spell makes monsters of men.
Count backwards from four.
And turn them back again. (4-3-2-1)
Junior Magician is happy. “Oh, can you hear all the Thank-you-s? Fantastic! Winivil’s hat is
losing its power. Yes, that is working!“
Mouse says, “I am so glad. But I miss my children. Let’s go home!“ Rabbit goes home to his
children and Horse does, too. And Junior Magician says what everyone feels.
“We can beat Winivil. Winning is fun.
We’re the best team ever under the sun.“
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Winivil‘s spells - Chapter 5
“Hello Horse. Have you heard? Winivil has got new power from his aunt, the witch. He has
cast an evil spell,“ Rabbit says. Horse is shocked. “Oh, no. What is it?“
Rabbit says, “Terrible! Winivil hates electricity. Mobile phones, fridges and computers are not
working anymore.”
“Oh, no. An electricity-stop spell. What can we do?“, asks Horse.
Rabbit has an idea. “Three is a magic number. We need three animals. We need a powerful
spell and the right place, too.“ “So, where are our friends?“ asks Horse.
Rabbit knows. “The cat is in the school. Let’s go there.“ They start to walk. They walk and
walk. There is the school. Cat is a teacher there.
“Hello Cat. We need your help. Winivil has cast an evil spell. Power is out.“, says Rabbit.
“Oh, how evil“, says Cat, “I want to help.“ Horse adds, “Three is a magic number. Now we
are three. That is good.“ Rabbit also says, “But we need a powerful spell and the right place,
too.“
Cat is thinking. “Hm. I know a good place. Sometimes Winivil is in the library. He casts his
spells there. Let’s go to the library. Then we can cast a counter-spell there.“
The animals don’t stop at the first floor, the second floor or the third floor. They go to the
fourth floor. Here they go straight on, then they go right, and they go left. There it is - the
school’s library.
“Now we need a powerful spell. What rhymes with electricity-stop?“ asks Rabbit. They find
some rhymes, “hop, pop, top, shop“
.
Cat says, „Look, Junior Magician is coming.“ Horse asks, “Junior Magician, can you help. We
need a powerful spell. Winivil has cast an evil spell. We have no electricity. Computers,
mobile phones and fridges are not working any more.
Junior Magician smiles. “No problem. I have got a spell from my father.“
Evil said: Electricity stop!
But our spell is top.
Say “Power go!” and hop.
The three animals are in the library and cast the spell. But nothing happens. Then Junior
Magician says, “I know. We need to hop. That is what they do.
Evil said: Electricity stop!
But our spell is top.
Say “Power go!” and hop.
Horse says, “Oh, can you see the light? Fantastic! Winivil’s hat is losing its power. Yes, that
is working!“ Cat is happy, too. “My phone is working again. Say Cheese!” and sends a selfie
to her friends. And Junior Magician says what everyone feels.
“We can beat Winivil. Winning is fun.
We’re the best team ever under the sun.“

